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Abstract

(32 100 Gbps ports) or more. As a result, they rely on only
using relatively expensive but fast SRAM or TCAM. Because
these are located on the chip, they are limited to tens of MB,
which already contributes to a significant fraction of switch
hardware costs.
Unfortunately, all of the above on-switch applications have
trade-offs between performance and memory usage. For example, memory size directly determines the cache hit rate
of in-network caches [19], and the accuracy of sketches [23].
Applications such as load balancing [26] and monitoring [29]
have to fall back to slower, CPU-based workarounds when
memory is exhausted. Last but not the least, even the most
basic function of switches – packet forwarding – can suffer
from limited memory space. These issues are further exacerbated when these applications run on the same switch and
must share memory with each other and basic forwarding.
One solution to this issue is designing a switching ASIC
that has internal custom logic and wires to access external
DRAM [4] on the switch. Unfortunately, this proves to be
very expensive for several reasons. To provide the bandwidth
needed for switching, a ASIC chip would need numerous
parallel DRAM modules. This combined with the necessary
DRAM controller and wiring within the chip adds significant
complexity and cost to the switch. This approach also leads to
an inflexible usage of the DRAM because the memory can be
used either for packet buffers or one or a few select look-up
tables depending on how the DRAM is physically connected
to the associated modules within the ASIC chip. Moreover,
the chip has a fixed amount of external-memory-capacity
that is determined at the chip design and manufacturing time,
resulting in limited scalability. The end result is that on-switch
external DRAM is not popularly used by vendors in today’s
single-chip switches.1
In this paper, we explore the possibility of repurposing the
affordable DRAM installed on data center servers to expand
the memory available to a switch’s data plane. To achieve
this goal, instead of building another switching ASIC that has
a custom external-DRAM-access capability, we simply reuse
an existing programmable switching ASIC built only with
on-chip memory. More specifically, we trade the data plane
bandwidth of such a chip for the bandwidth needed to access
the external DRAM. For example, a ToR switch may reserve
some DRAM space on the servers under it, and turn them
into a remote memory pool accessible from the ToR switch
directly through the Ethernet links connecting between the
servers and the ToR.

Network switches are an attractive vantage point to serve
various network applications and functions such as load balancing and virtual switching because of their in-network location and high packet processing rate. Recent advances in
programmable switch ASICs open more opportunities for
offloading various functionality to switches. However, the
limited memory capacity on switches has been a major challenge that such applications struggle to deal with. In this paper,
we envision that by enabling network switches to access remote memory purely from data planes, the performance of a
wide range of applications can be improved. We design three
remote memory primitives, leveraging RDMA operations,
and show the feasibility of accessing remote memory from
switches using our prototype implementation.
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Introduction

Modern data center applications such as key-value stores and
network functions such as load balancing demand high I/O
rates or high packet processing rates. Traditionally, many of
these applications are implemented in software that runs on
general purpose CPUs. However, technology trends make this
solution less desirable – CPU performance improvements (i.e.,
Moore’s Law) have slowed and application demands continue
to increase at a staggering rate.
The research community has turned to specialized processors, specifically the high speed packet processing ASICs
at the core of modern Ethernet switches, to help meet the
processing demands of these applications [19, 23, 26, 29].
Given similar energy and monetary budget as a commodity
server, switches offer 1000× higher packet processing rates
and processing latency of sub-microseconds. Recent advances
in programmable P4 switches [3] enable more flexible application logic on these processors.
While programmable switches provide some important
performance benefits, they also create unique challenges, one
of the most significant being limited memory space. Data
center switches require memory bandwidths of 32 × 100 Gbps
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high-end multi-chip switches have additional DRAM connected to
the data plane. Such switches are much more expensive and thus uncommon
in data centers [32].
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Current commodity hardware and network deployments
are well-suited for enabling this approach. First, since half
or more than half of the ToR ports are connected to servers,
and data center traffic is sparse [35], there is usually sufficient
amount of spare bandwidth between the ToR and this potential
memory pool. Second, RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) can
expose the memory access at line rate using the RDMA over
Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [16, 17] protocol, without any
CPU involvement. Third, emerging programmable switches
can implement a subset of the RoCE protocol and maintain
the needed connection state to communicate with RNICs.
We particularly consider three use cases for remote switch
memory. First, we describe remote packet buffer that aims to
increase the switch buffer size from O(10 MB) to O(10 GB),
or by 1000×. With this, we may be able to largely reduce,
if not to eliminate, the microburst incast drops at last hop.
Second, we consider a remote lookup table that increases
the exact-matching table size by 1000× or more. This may
help applications that demand large tables avoid the CPUbased slow path. Finally, we examine remote state stores
that improves the performance of data plane monitoring. We
will elaborate these example scenarios in §2 and preliminary
design in §4.
To verify the feasibility of using remote memory, we implement and evaluate three basic primitives designed for the
above use cases on commodity RNICs and a P4 switch. In
§5, we show that the remote memory on a server offers up to
95.6% RNIC bandwidth with 1-2 µs extra latency, with absolutely 0% CPU overhead. Multiple leading cloud providers
have widely deployed RNICs [28, 36] and are also gradually
on-boarding P4 switches. In such environments, there is no
additional infrastructure costs of deploying our design, except
for the reserved DRAM on servers.
Fundamentally, this paper introduces the notion of “memory hierarchy” to programmable switches, for which such
concept was absent. Current P4 switches just have an on-chip
memory. Once the switch faces workloads that need larger
memory than the cache, it cannot gracefully handle it with
low cost. This memory hierarchy we introduce draws parallels
to what DRAM did for CPU and CPU cache. We believe that
this work can inspire and ease the design of future in-network
applications that require large memory on the data plane. Future steps include concretizing the systems described in §2,
and addressing the challenges explained in §7.
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40 Gbps, the ToR switch has 12 MB packet buffer, and 50 MB
traffic comes from eight uplinks at line rate and goes towards a
single receiving server. It will take at least 50 MB/40 Gbps =
10 ms to receive all the traffic, however the 12 MB packet
buffer will be filled within 12 MB/(8 − 1)/40 Gbps ≈ 0.34 ms
and start dropping packets! This is well explained by past
literature [8, 35].
To avoid such packet drops, Priority Flow Control
(PFC) [15] has been proposed. Unfortunately, it leads to other
serious problems [36] such as occasional deadlocks. Also,
while packet detour [34] can reduce packet drops, it requires
switch and end host modifications. Another solution is to increase packet buffer on switches, e.g., to more than 50 MB,
so that the whole burst can be absorbed. However, data center
operators and switch vendors are reluctant to do that as it
significantly increases costs and cannot scale to larger incast.
A potential solution: Imagine the ToR switch has a dataplane channel that enables it to extend its packet buffers by
reading and writing DRAM placed in any servers under the
ToR (the dashed box in Figure 1a). When incast occurs and the
queue on switch starts to build up, the switch can start writing
all the following packets bound to the congested queue into
a remote buffer located in one or multiple servers (the red
dashed lines in the figure). Then, once the queue on the switch
is fully drained, the switch can start to read the packets back
from the remote buffer and continue forwarding them.
This packet buffer extension would significantly reduce, if
not eliminate, last-hop congestion drops, because in a common Clos topology, the total uplink bandwidth is equal to or
smaller than the downlink bandwidth. Since DRAM is much
more affordable than on-chip buffer memory, operators can
reserve O(1 GB) memory on each server for absorbing the
bursts. Before that >10 GB remote memory is all filled, any
bursty incast conditions should have passed, or (in the case of
persistent congestion) end-to-end congestion control based on
ECN [36] or delay [28] should have slowed traffic. In short,
this solution enables a “lossless” last-hop ToR switch, without
the caveats of PFC.

2.2

Motivating Examples

In this section, we examine three representative applications
that are limited by memory availability on switches. We use
these applications to motivate the need for remote memory
primitives. The below provides a high-level description of
how the primitives can benefit each use case and we leave the
design details to the later sections and future work.

2.1

Extending Lookup Tables

The problem: Some applications and network functions require large lookup tables for handling different flows. We
use a concrete example in Microsoft Azure to illustrate this.
Azure offers a bare-metal hosting service, where customers
provide their “blackbox” servers, usually specialized database
systems, or security-related middleboxes. The cloud provider
hosts them in data centers, and must provide connectivity
to the VMs of the same customer, as shown in Figure 1b.
This means that the virtual IPs of bare-metal boxes and VMs
should be translated to physical IPs that can be forwarded in
the physical network.
Since the cloud provider cannot easily install specialized
hardware (e.g., smartNICs [14]) or software (e.g., virtual
switch [30]) on these blackboxes, such translation has to be
done outside the blackboxes. One option is pairing each of
the blackboxes with a dedicated server that runs smartNIC

Mitigating Packet Losses

The problem: Congestion drops due to bursty incasts are very
common in data center networks. For example, consider the
typical last-hop congestion in Figure 1a. Suppose all links are
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transmitting original packets and accessing remote memory, respectively.
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or virtual switch. The cost of such an approach is very high.
Another option is moving a virtual switch functionality into
the ToR switch. However, the most modern merchant silicon
switches are equipped with tens of MBs of SRAM for lookup tables. Based on our experience in production, this is at
least one order of magnitude less than a typical virtual switch
consumes for virtual network address mappings.
A potential solution: A pure data-plane channel to extend
the lookup table to remote memory may be a good answer to
this scenario. We maintain the complete virtual-to-physical
address mapping table on servers in a sharded fashion and let
the switch fetch the entries on-demand. The local memory
on switches serves as high-speed cache to reduce the remote
memory access. However, even if the traffic pattern leads to
frequent cache misses and remote fetching, there is no CPU
overhead or software latency.
Although we use a virtual switch as an example, this idea
can benefit many other on-switch applications including keyvalue stores (e.g., NetCache [19]) or load balancers (e.g.,
SilkRoad [26]). These applications typically fall back to the
software (i.e., either on server or switch’s CPU) whenever the
memory in the data plane is insufficient for the size of their
working set. With the remote lookup table, however, such
slow-path forwarding through the software can be eliminated
or minimized. Of course, this will require careful co-design
of data structure in remote memory and the switch data plane,
as we will explain in §7.
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed remote memory architecture. Using our primitives, the switch data plane can utilize remote memory region registered to RNICs by servers which are
connected to the switch. While this figure illustrates a remote
lookup table as an example, different types of data structures
are used for different primitives (e.g., ring buffer for remote
packet buffer).

these two, it is possible to extend the state-store for telemetry systems, as shown in Figure 1c. For example, the switch
can extract fields from original packets and perform RDMA
WRITE into certain remote memory address. This eliminates
the CPU cycles required for capturing and parsing packets in
previous systems. In addition, updating counters, as one of
the most important telemetry primitives, can be implemented
using RDMA atomic Fetch-and-Add. The number of counters can increase by 103 × (e.g., 100 GB DRAM vs. less than
100 MB switch SRAM), without any CPU overhead.

2.4

Summary

The three examples above show that a pure data-plane channel
between switch and remote memory can benefit a wide range
of network functions. Fortunately, as we shall see soon in
§4, commodity hardware is ready for this architecture – P4
switches can craft RoCE protocol packets that communicates
with RNICs using one-sided RDMA operations.

Extending State Store for Telemetry

The problem: Switches have unique advantages in network
telemetry or monitoring. First, they have access to state information available only in the network, such as the true
progression of queue length, the exact extent of congestion,
and exact table entries that are matched by each packet. Second, the switching ASIC can perform monitoring tasks, e.g.,
per packet counting, at the rate of billions of packets per
second. However, the limited memory space either directly
determines the performance (like sketch systems [23]), or
again forces the monitoring system to fall back to software
frequently [29].
A potential solution: Programmable switches can generate
new packets based on the content of original packets. The
commodity RNICs support not only reading/writing memory, but also atomic Fetch-and-Add operation. Combining
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Overview

In this section, we overview the design of the three remote
memory primitives to support the use cases described in §2:
(1) Packet buffer (2) Lookup table, and (3) State-store primitive. The general architecture is shown in Figure 2. We design
the primitives with the following goals in mind.
Goal #1 – Easy to deploy on commodity hardware: The
remote memory primitives can be used in any Ethernet networks that deploy RDMA using the RoCE standard and programmable switches. For now, we assume that the remote
memory servers are equipped with RDMA-capable NICs
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(RNICs) that are directly connected to the switches.2 We do
not require any hardware modifications on commodity RNICs
and switches. We design the primitives to be generic and modular, so that any data plane programs can use the primitives
to utilize remote memory while processing packets.
Goal #2 – No CPU involvement: Except for initialization,
the primitives do not require any involvement of CPUs, neither remote servers’ or switches’, while switches access the
remote memory. All memory access requests and responses
are processed entirely by the RNICs on the servers (the red
solid line in Figure 2). The CPUs are used only when initializing and registering memory regions that will be accessed
by switches, and establishing an RDMA channel between the
RNIC and switches (the blue dashed line in the figure). This
property makes the server-side memory-extension architecture low cost (no CPU overhead) and energy efficient.
The key design idea: Our key idea is to create an RDMA
channel between switches and remote servers so that the
switches can access remote memory via the channel even
without having RNICs on the switches and without involving
CPUs on the servers.
We realize this idea based on three insights. First, on Ethernet networks with RoCE, RDMA requests and responses
are merely regular Ethernet packets with additional headers
supporting RDMA operations. This means that we can generate and process RDMA packets via any devices connected
to the networks. Second, emerging programmable switching ASICs [3] can manipulate, adding, or removing packet
headers at line rate. This enables us to design data plane actions to generate and process RDMA request/response packets
with low latency. Third, one-sided RDMA operations such as
RDMA WRITE, READ, and atomic Fetch-and-Add are processed entirely by RNICs without the involvement of remote
servers’ CPUs. By leveraging such operations, we can make
the primitives simple and scalable since it does not require
any complex server-side components to control the memory
access from switches.
As mentioned earlier, we design the primitives as data
plane actions so that switch data plane programs can easily
adopt the primitives to utilize remote memory. The primitive
actions generate corresponding RDMA requests by adding
or manipulating RDMA headers on top of original or cloned
packets. An RDMA channel controller running on the switch
control plane and a server is responsible to allocate memory
regions on the server, set up an RDMA channel, and pass the
channel information including a remote queue pair number
(QPN), a base address of the registered memory region, and a
remote access key (Rkey) for the region to the data plane via
the switch control plane APIs.
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load it back. Storing can be triggered by certain states in
the data plane (e.g., the egress queue length exceeds some
threshold or drains). The switch generates a RDMA WRITE
request containing the original packet to the remote RNIC.
To create such RDMA operation requests, the primitive adds
RoCE headers on top of a original packet and fills the header
fields with necessary information, such as an operation type
(i.e., WRITE or READ), a remote memory address, a QPN,
an Rkey to access remote packet buffer. We design the remote
packet buffer as a ring buffer and make the primitive maintain
the write and read offset pointer to the buffer so that it can
store and load packets from the right position of the buffer. In
the current prototype, we allocate the buffer to store full-sized
Ethernet frame in each entry.
Similar to storing, packet loading starts when a pre-defined
event (e.g., the egress queue length becomes some threshold)
occurs in the data plane. Specifically, the switch generates a
READ request and the RNIC immediately replies a READ
response. The switch must parse the READ response, decapsulate the RoCE headers, and passes the original packet to the
egress pipeline. In the current prototype, each load operation
fetches a single entire entry regardless of the original packet
size. The received READ response packet is also used as a
trigger for generating another READ request to fetch the next
packet in the remote buffer if exists. Also, to avoid packet
reordering, the primitive makes sure that until all packets in
remote buffer are read, the following new packets must also
be written to the remote buffer and read out in order.
As mentioned above, packet storing and loading starts or
ends based on a pre-defined condition (e.g., the current egress
queue length). Depending on the condition, end-to-end performance may be affected (e.g., latency increases due to a packet
loaded too late). Finding a right condition to start loading
packets from remote buffer is our ongoing work.
Lookup table primitive: This primitive enables the switch to
look up the match-action table on remote memory for a given
packet. For example, the primitive action can be triggered
when a look-up miss happens on a local match-action table
on the switch. In the current design, the action generates
corresponding RDMA requests (1) to store the original packet
to the table on remote memory and (2) to load an ⟨action,
packet⟩ pair from the table. By bouncing the original packet to
and from the remote buffer, the switch does not need to store
the packet when waiting for the table entry. Upon receiving
the response from the RNIC, the switch parses the action and
applies it to the packet.
We design the lookup table primitive again using RDMA
WRITE and READ. Once the primitive is triggered, it first
calculates the target entry index in the remote table, based
on a user-defined hash function (e.g., hashing based on the
packet’s 5-tuple). Combined with entry size and base memory
address, which is initialized when setting up the RDMA connection, it gets the target memory address. Then, it creates a
RDMA WRITE request based on the address and the packet
length and issues it to store the packet to the packet buffer

Proof-of-Concept Design

We now explain in detail the current design of the primitives.
Packet buffer primitive: Using the packet buffer primitive,
the switch can store a packet to the remote packet buffer or
2 In

future work, it is possible to use any remote servers in the same RoCE
network after some technical challenges are addressed (§7).
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corresponding to the entry. Then it immediately generates
a RDMA READ request to fetch the entry ⟨action, packet⟩.
Upon receiving a RDMA READ response packet from the
RNIC, it extracts the action from the packet and remove RoCE
headers. Then, it applies the action to the original packet. Finally, the switch can (optionally) cache the table entry in local
SRAM, so that the same action can be applied to subsequent
packets of the same flow without accessing the remote table.
We verify that this can be done purely in the data plane.
State-store primitive: The state-store primitive enables the
switch to maintain various stateful objects such as counters
and meters on remote memory. We can use this primitive
for various purposes which require to store a large amount
of stateful objects, such as running multiple sketching algorithms [23] or network measurements [29]. For instance,
one can easily implement sketching algorithm such as Count
Sketch [11] using the primitive even for a large number of
flows. If a packet matches to a certain sampling criteria, the
primitive action determines the address of the remote sketch
counter for the flow and updates the remote counter by issuing an RDMA atomic Fetch-and-Add request to the RNIC.
Network operators can run any estimation algorithms (e.g.,
heavy-hitter detection) on the remote counter.
RDMA WRITE and atomic Fetch-and-Add operation can
be used to implement the state-store primitive. Here, we just
describe a state-store that just counts packets on per-flow
basis, which only requires Fetch-and-Add operation. Specifically, while an original packet is processed through the regular
pipeline, the primitive clones the original packet and truncates
the entire headers and payload of cloned packet to generate a
packet for an RDMA Fetch-and-Add request. It adds RoCE
headers to the cloned packet and fills the header fields with
the information corresponding to a Fetch-and-Add operation,
including the memory address of the remote store entry for the
flow. Since there is a maximum limit of outstanding RDMA
atomic requests that an RNIC can handle, we design this primitive to maintain the number of outstanding requests and issue
a Fetch-and-Add request only if there is a room to issue more
requests. Otherwise, it accumulates the counter value and uses
the accumulated value when it can issue a new operation.
Overhead: Though our design does not have any CPU overhead, it does consume extra bandwidth. In an RDMA packet,
RoCEv2 protocol adds 40 bytes (52 bytes in the case of RoCEv1) of headers containing routing and transport information in addition to an RDMA operation-specific header of 16
(WRITE/READ) or 28 bytes (Fetch-and-Add). In the case
of WRITE for storing packets, the bytes of original packet
is directly appended after those headers. These extra bytes
will consume link bandwidth between the switch and the
RNIC. Also, whenever the switch accesses remote memory,
end-to-end latency may increase and the throughput may decrease slightly. We will demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach by measuring the end-to-end performance and overheads in §5.
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Figure 3: Overhead of accessing remote memory.
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Preliminary Evaluation

In this section, our focus is to demonstrate the feasibility of
accessing remote memory from the switch, and to show that
it achieves desirable performance using microbenchmarks.
Prototype implementation: We have implemented a prototype of the remote memory primitives and testing data plane
programs in approximately 1400 lines of P4 [9] code. We
have compiled them to Barefoot Tofino ASIC [3] with Barefoot Capilano SDE [2]. Also, we implement the control plane
program in about 1000 lines of C and Python code. It initializes a RDMA channel and allocate/register memory regions
on the server’s DRAM.
Testbed setup: Our testbed consists of a Barefoot Wedge100B programmable switch and three servers equipped with
a Intel Xeon E5-2609 CPU, 64 GB RAM, and a 40 Gbps
Mellanox CX-3 Pro NIC. The servers run Ubuntu 16.04 with
the kernel version 4.4.0. All three servers are directly connected to the switch. We use two servers as communication
end-hosts and the remaining one as a remote memory server.
Packet buffer primitive: To verify the feasibility of using
the remote packet buffer, we evaluate how much traffic can be
handled by the primitive using a single remote buffer server.
We wrote a P4 program that first stores all incoming packets
to the remote buffer, and later loads and forwards them to the
destination port. For microbenchmark purpose, we manually
start the two steps respectively.
We measure the maximum traffic rate that the remote
buffer can handle without losing any packets. We use
raw_ethernet_bw in the Mellanox Perftest suite [7] to
generate packets at configurable data rate, up to 40 Gbps line
rate. The results show that the primitive can store 1500B MTU
sized packets arriving at the rate of 34.1 Gbps to the remote
buffer and forward the packets to their original destination at
the rate of 37.4 Gbps without packet loss. Beyond these rates,
though the peak throughput can be higher, we start to observe
that RDMA requests were occasionally dropped at the NIC.
As a baseline, we test native server-to-server RDMA WRITE
and READ throughput. The baseline is only 4.4% faster.
Lookup table primitive: We evaluate the lookup table primitive by analyzing its impact on the end-to-end latency. Using
the primitive, we wrote a P4 program that fetches an action
entry from the remote table for every incoming packet, applies the action to each packet, and forward to the destination
port. As an example, we defined a custom action that modifies the value of the DSCP field of IPv4 header to a specific
value stored in the remote table entries. We use NPtcp [6] to
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measure the end-to-end latency with different packet sizes (641 KB). Figure 3a shows the median end-to-end latency when
packets traverse the baseline and our prototype. Compared
to the baseline, a simple P4 implementation of L2 switch
without doing anything special, it only adds 1-2 µs latency on
average.
State-store primitive: To evaluate the state-store primitive,
we wrote a P4 program that counts the number of packets
transmitted between two end hosts using a counter in the
remote memory. We measure a link bandwidth consumed
by RDMA atomic Fetch-and-Add requests/responses to update the remote counter as well as verify the accuracy of the
value in the counter. We ran raw_ethernet_bw to generate traffic with different packet sizes. Figure 3b shows that on
average, memory access requests generated by the primitive
consume 2.1 Gbps of link bandwidth between the switch and
the RNIC to update the remote counter while the updated
value is 100% accurate. This overhead is capped by RNIC
Fetch-and-Add throughput. As explained in §4, the switch
keeps track of RNIC progress, and it aggregates the counts locally until it finds that the RNIC can catch up. We also verify
that there is no end-to-end throughput degradation compared
with the baseline, a simple L2 switch.
All the primitives have zero CPU overhead.
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be used for not only extending tables, but also packet buffer
and state-store, run purely in data plane and does not require
control plane involvement.
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Discussion and Future Work

We conclude by highlighting a subset of open challenges and
future research directions.
Co-design of remote memory data structure and switch
data plane: The current design based on commodity switch
and RNICs can only support address-based memory access.
They do not natively support ternary or exact matching. Thus,
we design our prototypes using the most basic data structure
like FIFO queues and fixed-size array. It would be interesting to co-design the data structure and switch data plane for
supporting ternary matching and other more complicated data
layouts in remote memory.
Further improving the telemetry system: We only show a
preliminary prototype – per-packet counting in remote memory – as an example telemetry system using the store-state
primitive. There is much room to improve. For example, to
reduce the bandwidth overhead of Fetch-and-Add packets, we
may further combine multiple counter updates into a single
operation, at the cost of some delay in updates. Also, designing a general streaming packet trace analysis system with our
primitives is another interesting direction.
RDMA packet drops: The RDMA packets between the
switch and remote memory servers may get dropped due
to congestion or packet corruption. Such packet drops may
or may not affect the end-to-end performance and the accuracy of primitive operations. For example, in the packet
buffer primitive case, an RDMA packet drop would lead to
dropping the original packet. Since Ethernet itself is besteffort, applications and end-to-end protocol should tolerate
the packet drops. On the other hand, in the store-state primitive, an RDMA packet drop would affect the accuracy of the
state on the remote store.
Future work has a few options to minimize the RDMA
packet drops. For example, one could enable PFC, just like
today’s RoCE deployment, to avoid congestion drops. Alternative, one may prioritize these RDMA packets so that they
are less likely to be dropped, and use a bandwidth cap to
prevent RDMA packets taking too much bandwidth. Finally,
on the switch side, one can implement parsing and handling
of RDMA ACKs/NACKs to make certain remote memory
reliable, e.g., in the remote counter case.
Other open problems: This paper aims to propose an ambitious vision, thus leaving many possibilities and problems as
future work. These include: 1) to design a programming interface for the primitives that general data-plane applications
can easily use; 2) to concretize the systems described in §2; 3)
to explore alternative system designs, e.g., for the switch table
extension, one may recirculate the original packet locally and
wait for the pulled entry, instead of depositing the original
packet. This can save the bandwidth overhead to the remote
memory; and 4) to improve the robustness of the architecture
by handling switch and server failures.

Related Work

Accessing remote memory with RDMA: As RDMA enables ultra low-latency remote memory access with minimal CPU consumption, previous works have proposed various applications that utilize remote memory in a network.
These include key-value stores [12, 20, 27], distributed sharedmemory [12], transactional systems [10, 13, 21], and distributed NVM systems [24, 31]. While all these applications
adopt RDMA to let a server access remote memory on another
server, our work demonstrates a novel use of RDMA, which
allows network switches to leverage remote memory.
Applications on programmable switch data planes: With
recent advances in programmable switch data plane [3, 5],
studies have shown that various network functions such as
load balancers [26] and network telemetry [1, 29], and distributed applications such as key-value stores [18, 19] and
sequencers [22] can be implemented on a switch to improve
application performance and network efficiency. However,
such systems can have limited scalability due to scarce memory resource on the switch. Our primitives can potentially
benefit those applications by providing a memory hierarchy
with remote memory pool.
Lookup table updates via the control plane: Previous studies on software-defined networking have proposed ways of
updating flow-based rules to switches, either proactively or
reactively, via the control plane [25]. Some approaches [33]
attempt to scale the controller by distributing rules to multiple
authority switches. However, all these past approaches still
require control plane resources for moving the rules, making them less applicable to data plane programs. We propose
more general remote memory access primitives. They can
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